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Abstract This paper presents a novel framework for efficiently propagating the stroke-based user edits to the regions with
similar colors and locations in high resolution images and videos. Our framework is based on the key observation that the
edit propagation intrinsically can also be achieved by utilizing recently proposed edge-preserving filters. Therefore, instead
of adopting the traditional global optimization which may involve a time-consuming solution, our algorithm propagates
edits with the aid of the edge-preserve filters. Such a propagation scheme has low computational complexity and supports
multiple kinds of strokes for more flexible user interactions. Further, our method can be easily and efficiently implemented
in GPU. The experimental results demonstrate the efficiency and user-friendliness of our approach.
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1 Introduction

The ability of effectively and user-friendly editing
the appearances (e.g., color, brightness, contrasts) of
specified regions becomes more and more important
on processing images and videos. Many image editing
softwares, such as Photoshop, have presented tools for
selecting interested regions and then applying the edits.
However, manually selecting regions is usually tedious
and even impossible when the region boundaries are
not clear. Recently, several stroke-based edit propa-
gation methods[1-4] are presented for simplifying this
operation. Users only need to draw some strokes on
interested regions, and to specify corresponding edits,
then the algorithms can automatically propagate the
edits to the rest regions with similar appearances to
the region under strokes.

The principle of edit propagation is that image pixels
with similar colors and locations should receive similar
edits. To achieve these objectives, energy optimiza-
tion approaches, involving solving large linear equation
system, are used to compute propagated edits in exi-
sting work. Although several techniques, employing
approximation strategies, such as matrix sampling[4],
spatial clustering[5-6] and re-formulation[7], have been
presented to reduce both memory usage and time wit-
hout sacrificing visual appearance, it is still difficult to

propagate edits for high resolution images and videos in
real time because of the high space and time complexity.
In this paper, we introduce a novel edit propagation
method inspired by recently proposed edge-preserving
filtering techniques[8-9]. The key observation is that
the principle of edit propagation could be achieved by
using these image filters. Our method can achieve simi-
lar propagation quality. Furthermore, due to GPU-
friendliness of these filters, our method inherently has
better performance than previous work for parallel im-
plementation in GPU. Compared with the state-of-the-
art methods, our method is capable of producing very
high propagation quality while with much higher per-
formance. In brief, the following contributions are pre-
sented in this paper:

1) A novel approach for efficiently propagating edits
based on image filtering is proposed, which can real-
time achieve propagating sparse user strokes in high
resolution images and videos.

2) We demonstrate that our technique provides less
constrains on users’ input. The size of user-edits (stroke
number and covered-pixel count) has fewer impacts on
the propagation quality in comparison with existing
methods.

3) We show that our framework is straightforward
and easy for GPU-based parallel implementation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
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First, we review the most related work in Section 2.
The theoretical background of edit propagation is in-
troduced in Section 3. We then present a brief overview
and the detailed implementations of our method in Sec-
tion 4. Performance data and its analysis are illus-
trated in Section 5. In Section 6 the experimental re-
sults and some comparisons against existing techniques
are shown. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss
avenues for future research in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Both the edit propagation and edge-preserving edit-
ing for image or video data have been widely inves-
tigated in computer graphics and vision community.
Here, we review the representative studies that are most
closely related to our method.

Edit Propagation. In order to edit the regions of in-
terest (ROIs) in image and video, the traditional tech-
niques require the user to manually specify the re-
gions precisely. Recently, the stroke-based propaga-
tion methods, which only require several strokes to
define the ROIs, have attracted much attention due
to their intuitiveness and user-friendliness for inte-
raction. Typically, the following edit propagation is
solved as an optimization problem, and the sparse
user strokes can be propagated to large, complex, and
possibly spatially disconnected regions in images and
videos. The edit propagation techniques have success-
fully been applied for various image/video processing
tasks, such as colorization[1], tone adjustment[2], mate-
rial editing[4,10], and so on[11-12].

Treating the edit propagation as a global optimiza-
tion problem usually incurs high time and memory
consumption when dealing with high resolution image
or video data[4-5].To reduce the computational costs,
Xu et al.[5] and Xiao et al.[6] proposed to accelerate
the edit propagation using spatial clustering, and Li et
al.[7] re-formulated propagation as a function interpo-
lation problem, which can be solved using Radial Basis
Functions to construct a small linear equation system.
However, besides some complicated computation, such
as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), brush selection
and appearance distance computation, solving a linear
equation system is still inevitable in these approaches.
Furthermore, the complexity of these methods will
greatly grow with increasing the number of user strokes,
which impose some constrains on the user interactions
(usually only the foreground and background strokes[7]

are provided). Moreover, the presented experimental
results demonstrate that these methods cannot process
high-resolution images and videos in real time even if
strokes number is small.

Contemporary to our work, Bie et al.[13] presented a

real-time edit propagation technique by using efficient
stroke sampling to compute the affinity between image
pixels and strokes. Like other acceleration methods,
edit propagation is also implemented by solving ma-
trix, and preprocessing is necessary, which make the
approach unsuitable for processing videos.

Edge-Aware Editing. The edge-aware methods have
been proposed for not only various image/video editing
tasks, but also the perception of color appearance[14].
Many existing studies obtain edge-preserving results by
either solving a large sparse matrix[1,15-17] or resorting
to the PDE-based anisotropic diffusion technique[18-19].
Another category of the edge-aware approaches is to
explicitly build the filter kernels, such as the bilateral
filter[20-21], the local Laplacian filter[22]. The bilateral
filter is probably the most popular edge-preserving fil-
ter. The bilateral filter computes the filtering outputs
of each pixel as a weighted average of its neighboring
pixels and the weights depend not only on Euclidean
distance but also on the intensity differences. The
bilateral filter is widely used in lots of applications[23],
and its computational complexity of the brute-force im-
plementation is O(Nr2), where N is the size of the im-
age, and r is the size of the kernel. Although several ac-
celeration methods[23-25] have been developed, all these
approaches derive their performance from the use of
quantization or down-sampling, hence at the expense
of quality degradation.

Compared to the bilateral filter, an image guided
filter[8] has better behavior near the edges. Further,
the computational complexity of the image guided fil-
ter is O(N), which is independent of the filtering kernel
size. However, when the filtering kernel is large, the
filtering results cannot preserve strong edges. That is
to say, the impulse of the sparse user specified pixels is
hard to reach all the similar pixels in the entire images
and videos while preserving strong edges if using this
kind of edge-aware filter.

Recently, Fattal[26] proposed the edge avoiding
wavelets. Criminisi et al.[11] presented a geodesic based
framework for edge-ware filtering of grayscale ima-
ges. Moreover, Farbman et al.[17] introduced the dif-
fusion maps for edge-ware editing. Finally, Gastal and
Oliveira[9] applied domain transform to reduce the di-
mensionality of input image, and hence the real-time
edge-preserving smoothing can be performed directly
on color images, using kernels of arbitrary size. Fur-
thermore, the RF (Recursive Filtering) filter presented
in the paper has infinite impulse response, which can
propagates information across the whole image while
preserving strong edges.

Inspired by the infinite impulse and strong edge-
preserving features of the domain transform RF filter,
and the theoretical connection with matting Laplacian
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matrix of the image guided filter, we propose a new
edit propagation framework without solving any lin-
ear equation system. Furthermore, both the RF filter
and the guided filter can filter one megapixel images
(1024× 1024) in real time on modern GPUs, which en-
ables our solution to be suitable for interactively editing
high resolution images and videos.

3 Background

For the traditional edit propagation techniques[4-7],
a key is to define a similarity measure (affinity) be-
tween image pixels. Typically, the affinity zij between
two pixels i, j is expressed as:

zij = exp(−‖f i − f j‖2), (1)

where f i = (ci/σc,pi/σp) is a feature vector associa-
ted with the i-th pixel, in which its color ci and spa-
tial coordinates pi is weighted by σc and σp separately.
Affinity-based edit propagation can be formulated as
an energy minimization problem, while the exact for-
mulations may vary in literature. A typical energy for-
mulation is expressed as:

∑

i,j

wijzij(ei − gj)2 + λ
∑

i,j

zij(ei − ej)2, (2)

where gi is the used specified edits at the i-th pixel with
strength wi ∈ [0, 1], ei is the computed edits at the i-th
pixel, and λ is a balancing weight.

Therefore, the edit propagation is typically guided
by two principles[5] which correspond to the two terms
in (2). First, the pixels within the user-strokes should
meet the specified edits. Second, the pixels with similar
colors and locations in input image should receive simi-
lar edits. Our framework also achieves edit propagation
complying with these two principles.

Influence maps are frequently used in edit propaga-
tion approaches by solving linear equations to describe
influences of edits[2,17,24,27]. In our framework, influe-
nce maps are also generated to propagate edits. How-
ever, we do not generate influence maps by minimiz-
ing formulations, but by using the RF filter in domain
transform[9]. For a discrete signal I[n] = I(xn), the RF
filter is performed using the following recursive filter:

J [n] = (1− ad)I[n] + adJ [n− 1], (3)

where J [n] is the filtered result, a = exp(−√2/σs) ∈
[0, 1] is the feedback coefficient of this filter and σs is
the spatial parameter, and d = ct(xn) − ct(xn−1) is
the distance between neighbor samples xn and xn−1 in
the transformed domain. (3) has infinite impulse re-
sponse (IIR) with exponential decay, so the RF filter

can propagate information across the whole image lat-
tice. As d increases, ad goes to 0, and the propagation
chain stops and thus the edge information is preserved.
The function ct(u) to compute d defines the domain
transform of a multichannel signal I(x) as

ct(u) =
∫ u

0

1 +
σs

σr

c∑

k=1

|I ′k(x)|dx, (4)

where I ′k(x) is the derivative of Ik(x) that is the k-th
channel of the signal, and σr and σs are the range and
spatial parameters in the edge-preserving filter. (4) de-
fines a domain transform for 1-D signals, and 2-D sig-
nals can be processed by performing separate passes
along each dimension. ct(u) indicates edge information
of I for edge-preserving, and we can define

J = RF Filter(P , I, σs, σr) (5)

as a joint RF filter, where P represents the input image
and the image bounder provides guided edges for com-
puting ct(u) with (4), I is the information to be propa-
gated using (3), such as strokes, J is the propagation
result, σr and σs are used to adjust the propagation
effects. Similar to the edge-preserving filter, the influe-
nce maps for the edit propagation should consider both
the spatial influence and the range (color) influence so
that the aforementioned two principles can be fulfilled.
Hence, when computing the final influence maps, we
introduce and compute the Initial Impulse Map (IIM)
to ensure the local pixels within the user-strokes meet
the specified edits, and the Refined Color Impulse Map
(RCIM) to ensure the pixels with similar colors and
positions should receive similar edits. Therefore, it is
clear that in principle our new RF-based edit propaga-
tion method can achieve the similar propagation quality
as the previous optimization-based methods.

4 Edit Framework

In the workflow of our framework, the user only
needs to specify the ROIs in input image or video
by strokes and apply the corresponding edits. The
framework supports multiple kinds of strokes with diffe-
rent edits instead of just foreground and background
strokes[6]. We define that one kind of stroke, which
might have multiple scribbles, has a corresponding edit.
Furthermore, the computational complexity of our algo-
rithm increases linearly only with the number of stroke
types. Hence the interactive “dense” edits with lots
of scribbles become possible. As shown in Fig.1, our
algorithm consists of the following stages:

1) User draws some strokes on the images, and speci-
fies a corresponding edit to each stroke.
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Fig.1. Overview of our framework pipeline. The impulse values

in IIM and RCIM increase from blue to red.

2) For each stroke, the corresponding influence map
would be generated by using the computed intermediate
IIM and RCIM.

3) The final editing results can be composited based
on initial images, influence maps and the specified edits
of all strokes.

Fig.2 illustrates some features of our framework
by demonstrating color appearance adjustments on

images.
Given an input image I (the color value of pixel i

is I(i)) and one kind of user stroke which could have
several scribbles, we get an input stroke map (SM) with
wi ∈ [0, 1] at pixel i, and wi = 1 if pixel i is covered by
the stroke. As shown in Fig.1, for each type of stroke,
we need generate the corresponding intermediate IIM
and RCIM. In the following contents of this section,
we will discuss the generation of the impulse maps in
details.

4.1 Initial Impulse Map

The IIM illustrates the impulse responses of the pix-
els covered by the original strokes. The RF filter is used
for blurring SM by filtering them using the edge infor-
mation from the hue space of I as

IIM = RF Filter(Ihue ,SM, σr, σs), (6)

where σr = 0.75 and σs = 1000 are set for all the
presented results. After filtering, the range of strength
values may vary for different images, regions, and
strokes. To ensure a uniform range (wj ∈ [0, 1]) of
IIMs, we randomly select a pixel i (SM(i) = 1)
within the stroke, and get its blurred strength value
IIM(i). Then for each pixel j in the IIM, we re-
compute wj = IIM(j)/RIIM(i), and then RIIM(j) =
min(wj , 1). Fig.3 shows two generated IIMs. We can

Fig.2. Some edit propagation results using a few strokes. From left to right: input images, input with strokes, and edit results. These

results are obtained in 35ms, 84 ms, 23 ms, and 31ms respectively in our framework. (a) 1600 × 1200, 1 stroke. (b) 1600 × 1200, 3

strokes. (c) 560× 400, 3 strokes. (d) 600× 400, 4 strokes.

Fig.3. Two examples of computing IIMs. From left to right: input images with strokes, IIMs after filtering, IIMs after uniform range

setting. Colorbars below IIMs present value ranges of wi.
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Fig.4. Illustration of the generation process of RCIM.

see that the uniform range do not obviously affect
strength values outside edges, since increasing the pa-
rameter d in (3) will stop the propagation.

It is clear that IIM is edge-aware map that mainly
supports the local spatial influences, since it just propa-
gates the edits into the initial pixels in local conti-
nuous regions. However, edit propagation allows edits
to be propagated into disconnected regions. To solve
this problem, we introduce Refined Color Impulse Map
(RCIM).

4.2 Refined Color Impulse Map

The motivation of the RCIM is to propagate edits
into the global discontinuous image regions which have
similar colors. Its generation process is illustrated in
Fig.4, which contains the computations of several in-
termediate impulse maps and will be discussed in this
subsection.

Color Brush. Firstly, we need to define a color brush
to find all the pixels (brushed pixels in Fig.4) with simi-
lar colors to those initial pixels covered by a stroke
and apply a constrain to them. Several brushes have
been introduced in previous approaches, such as lu-
minance/lumachrome brush[2], gaussian mixture model
(GMM) brush[7], scribbleboost[27], lazy snapping[28],
and so on.

These brushes can select regions with similar color
and support disconnected pattern. Nevertheless,
some of them cannot handle strokes with high lumi-
nance/color variation[2], and the others produce precise
results at the cost of complicated computations[7,27-28].

Different from the previous brushes, our color brush
is not designed for directly selecting all pixels with simi-
lar color, but for selecting the seed pixels. When a
stroke is created, a corresponding 3-D HSV histograms
(SIZEH × SIZES × SIZEV) is built. Therefore, for
each pixel in image, if the correspond cell value in the

histogram of the input image is larger than a thres-
hold (usually 0 or a small integer number), the pixel
should be selected. To allow users to work with impre-
cise input, the value of each grid cell could be divided
by the total number of stroke pixels, and the threshold
would be more flexible. Moreover, the grid size of the
histogram has influence on the selection results. The
small grid size might propagate edits to irrelevant re-
gions. Fig.5 gives the examples of selecting pixels with
different grid sizes.

Fig.5. Pixels selected by color brush. (a) Input + strokes, HSV

histogram of the input, and HSV histogram of the stroke. (b)

Pixels selected using different grid sizes (5× 3× 2, 50× 30× 20,

and 100× 80× 50).

Since we only need to select some seed pixels, rela-
tively large grid size is usually preferred. Moreover,
since the computation is very simple, the grid size can
be adjusted dynamically during editing. Hence the se-
lected pixels can be controlled more efficiently. For exa-
mple, if a gray image is processed, SIZEV could be a
large number, and SIZEH and SIZES should be set to 1.
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Brush Impulse Map. After color brushing, another
extended stroke map (ESM) with wi ∈ [0, 1] at pixel
i can be computed, and wi = 1 if pixel i is selected
by color brushes. A Brush Impulse Map (BIM) illus-
trates the impulse responses of pixels selected by the
color brush, as

BIM = RF Filter(I,ESM, σr, σs), (7)

where σr = 0.35 and σs = 100 for all results in the
paper. Fig.6 demonstrates some examples.

Fig.6. BIMs generated based on the brushed pixels in Fig.5(b).

As shown in the figure, although only some seed
pixels are selected using large grid size, we can still
achieve good results after the propagation. The IIMs
and BIMs represent the influences of the initial pixels
and the brushed pixels respectively. Since the RF fil-
ter is used, these influence values are affected by the
similarity of both colors and locations. However, if an
influence value in these maps is small, it is difficult to
judge that this small influence is mainly caused by color
edges or large spatial distances. As shown in the left
two maps in Fig.6, influence strength values are rela-
tively small in red rectangles (Top) and white rectan-
gles (Bottom), but they are caused by different reasons.
To verify the reason, we present the Color Impulse Map
(CIM) and the Color Difference Map (CDM) for bet-
ter propagation quality.

Color Impulse Map and Color Difference Map. In-
stead of only storing the influence values, the CIM
stores color value ci at pixel i, indicating that pixel
i are mainly affected by pixels whose color values are
highly similar with ci.

Inspired by the colorization application in [9], we
build another stroke color map SCM, and compute the
color of pixel i as

SCM(i) = I(i)×ESM(i), (8)

then we blur SCM using the edge information from the
input image I as:

ESM′ = RF Filter(I,ESM, σr, σs), (9)

where σr = 0.35 and σs = 100 (the same with genera-
ting BIMs) for all the results. The final color of each

pixel i of CIM is computed as

CIM(i) = SCM′(i)/BIM′(i). (10)

The CIM is contributed by infinite impulse response
(IIR) of the RF filter to propagate information across
the whole image lattice. Note that double-precision is
used in propagation for high precision requirement.

The CDM denotes the color similarity values of cor-
respond pixels between the input I and the CIM. The
value of each pixel i in CDM is obtained as:

CDM(i) = exp(−‖CIM(i)− I(i)‖2/σc), (11)

where σc is a control parameter, and σc = 0.15 is used
for all the results. Fig.7 gives some examples of CIMs
and CDMs.

Fig.7. Examples of CIMs and CDMs. (a) Input with stroke.

(b) CIMs. (c) CDMs.

Refined Color Impulse Map. There are three steps to
generate the final Refined Color Impulse Map (RCIM).

First, as shown in Fig.4, we compute RCIMs by
utilizing CDMs to refine BIM. Given a strength value
wi at pixel i in BIM, now, we compute the influence
value of an RCIM at pixel i as:

RCIM(i) =
{

CDM(i), if α1 > wi > α2,

BIM(i), otherwise,
(12)

where α1 and α2 define a range that strength values
should be re-considered using the color differences. We
use values α1 = 0.05 and α2 = 0.75 for all the results.

Second, the guided image filter[8] can be used to fur-
ther refine the RIM guided by the input I. As a local
operator, the guided filter cannot directly be applied for
the sparse stroke-based editing. But it can be applied
to refine edges of impulse maps for processing images
with complex edges, due to its theoretical connection
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with the matting Laplacian matrix[16]. The guided fil-
ter has two control parameters, r and ε, we use values
of 20 and 10−6 for all the results, and parameters can
also be adjusted in real time.

Last, noise values may be introduced after the
guided filtering, which can be seen in Fig.8. Therefore,
we further refine the result as:

g(x) =





θ(x/θ)γ , if x > θ,

1 + (θ − 1)
(1− x

1− θ

)γ

, if x 6 θ,
(13)

where x ∈ [0, 1] is the impulse value of a pixel, γ and θ
are control parameters (see Fig.9). If x < θ, g(x) < x,
otherwise g(x) > x. γ can adjust the curve of g(x). We
use values θ = 0.35 and γ = 4.5 for smoothing, and
θ = 0.5 and γ = 1 for better matting (no refinement for
avoiding matting errors) in the paper.

Fig.8. Examples of RCIM and refined IIM. The bottom row is

a refined IIM. From left to right: input with stroke, after the 1st

step, after the 2nd step, after the 3rd step.

Fig.9. Illustration of (13) with different values of parameters.

Usually, the first refinement step is absolutely nece-
ssary to achieve good quality, and the other two steps
are optional if edges are not complex. Moreover, both
the CIM and the CDM can also be computed based
on the SM , so we can refine the IIM too. The bottom
row of Fig.8 shows an example of refining IIM.

To conclude, our framework can produce accurate
impulse maps for the strokes with both global and lo-
cal impact. The RCIM propagates the strokes into the
global disconnected regions with similar appearance,
and the IIM propagates the strokes into local edge-
aware regions.

4.3 Final Composition

Given the stroke SMi (i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) with the
corresponding edits fi(I(k)) at pixel k in input image,
We define the initial edit as finitial(I(k)) for each pixel.
Relying on the generated RIIMi and RCIMi for SMi,
for a pixel k, we compute the output color as follows:

1) wi(k) = RCIMi(k) is the influence value of
SMi. Therefore, N strokes have a total sum of in-
fluence values wsum(k) =

∑N−1
i=0 wi(k) at pixel k. Since

wi(k) 6 1.0, if wsum(k) > 1, wi(k) should be scaled by
being divided by wsum(k) and wsum(k) = 1.0.

2) The fact that wi(k) and wj(k) are close indicates
that two strokes have close influences on pixel k. Since
the RCIMs are global impulse maps, we should re-
consider two new influence values w′i(k) and w′j(k) ac-
cording to the IIMs. We use sij(k) to present similarity
between wi(k) and wj(k) as

sij(k) =
(
1− |wi(k)− wj(k)|

max(wi(k), wj(k))

)α

, (14)

where α is a control parameter and our experiments
show that α = 0.7 achieves good results for most in-
puts, and

wij(k) = wi(k) + wj(k),

vi(k) =RIIMi(k),

vij(k) = vi(k) + vj(k).

Then the new influence values can be computed as

w′i(k) = (1− sij(k))wi(k) + sij(k)wij(k)
vi(k)
vij(k)

,
(15)

w′j(k) = (1− sij(k))wj(k) + sij(k)wij(k)
vj(k)
vij(k)

,
(16)

and it is easy to see that w′i(k)+w′j(k) = wi(k)+wj(k).
In theory, new influence values should be re-computed
for all pairs of strokes, but we only re-compute wi(k) if
wi(k) > 0.1.
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3) Compute the final color according to the influence
values of all strokes as

Colfinal(k) = (1− wsum(k))finitial(I(k))+
N−1∑

i=0

(wi(k)fi(I(k))). (17)

Note that our composition routine assumes that wi > 0
and vi > 0 at each pixel, which is naturally true
due to the infinite impulse responses of the RF filter.
For example, the minimal value of IIMs in Fig.3 is
3.87× 10−19, and the minimal value of BIMs in Fig.6
is 1.6 × 10−16. Therefore, the double precision is de-
manded to store the results of the RF filter. In Fig.10,
we show two examples of composition.

The RCIM indicates the global color affinities of all
pixels in the image, and the IIM indicates the local
position and color affinities together. Therefore, our
method can propagate edits guided by the two princi-
ples decided by (2): 1) pixels under user-strokes should
meet the specified edits, 2) pixels with similar colors
should receive similar edits. Further, our method en-
hances the previous methods by a new principle: if

multiple edits received at a pixel, the strength of each
edit should be re-considered using the local position
similarities.

Video Processing. Previous approaches require that
all video frames are pre-loaded for solving the linear
system, and it is not applicable for long length or live
streaming video. The RF filter is temporally stable and
can be applied to the videos without any pre-process.
Therefore, if the user strokes are global and there are
no conflicts (only one or no stroke which has influence
value larger than 0.1 on each pixel) on final compo-
sition, which means that IIMs are not necessary, our
framework can be naturally extended to video process-
ing. While processing a frame, we compute its RCIM
according to the HSV histograms generated by strokes,
and then composite the editing result. Fig.11 shows
one example of processing a video.

5 Performance Evaluation

Our experiments were run on a PC with a quad-core
2.66GHz Intel I7 920 CPU, an NVIDIA GeForce GTX
480, and 4GB of physical memory. The algorithm is
implemented using CUDA.

Fig.10. Final compositions with three strokes (strokes have different edits). (a) Input. (b) Influence maps of green strokes. (c) Influence

maps of yellow strokes. (d) Influence maps of blue strokes. (e) Final results.

Fig.11. Edit propagation in video (720×576). Left-most is the frame with strokes, and others are propagated frames. Each frame can

be processed in 20ms.
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Our framework consists of four stages, and the tim-
ing data in Table 1 shows the computing time of each
stage for some examples. We can see that generating
impulse maps costs most of computing time, caused by
the three passes of RF filtering (1 pass for IIM, and 2
passes for RCIM), and the refinement using guided fil-
tering. We know that the RF filter and the guided filter
all have O(N) time (in the number of pixels N) algo-
rithm for both gray-scale and color images. Therefore,
our solution can be computed in O(MN ) time, where
M is the number of strokes (one stroke can has multi-
ple scribbles, see Fig.7 bottom), and N is the number
of pixels.

Table 1. Timing Data of Different Computing Stages

Scene IIMs RCIMs Compo- Total Without
sition GF

Fig.1(a) 9.2ms 25.0ms 1.3ms 35.5ms 28.5ms
Fig.1(b) 21.8 ms 61.2ms 1.5ms 84.5ms 70.0 ms
Fig.1(c) 5.7ms 16.4ms 0.9ms 23.0ms 18.0ms
Fig.1(d) 7.3ms 23.0 ms 1.6ms 31.9ms 25.0 ms

Note: Without GF: total computing timing without using
guided filtering.

Our implementation of the RF filter can process one
megapixel color image in about 8ms (7 ms reported in
[9] using Geforce GTX 280), including 1ms for comput-
ing domain transform and 7 ms for 3-pass filtering input
I. Our implementation of the guided filter can process
one megapixel color image in about 5ms. Therefore,
generating and refining impulse maps should process
one megapixel color image in about 8 × 3 + 5 ≈ 30ms
for one stroke. Since the same values of σs and σr used
in our framework, computed a and ad (see (3)) can
be re-used while generating BIMs and CIMs, hence
the above time can be further reduced. In our ex-
periments, generating and refining impulse maps pro-
cessed one megapixel color image in about 18 ms. More-
over, refining impulse maps is not necessary if edges are
not complex (see Fig.10). Therefore, if the number of
strokes is relatively small, our framework can process
one megapixel color image or video in real time.

6 Results

In this section, some comparisons and examples of
edit propagation are shown, and further some applica-
tions of our technique are given.

Fig.12 presents a comparison with Grabcut[29] on
segmentation using standard test images. Our method
achieves visually comparable even better segmentations
(a pixel i is assigned to foreground if its foreground
stroke’s influence value is larger than 0.5, and assigned
to background otherwise), while is about two orders
of magnitude faster. Fig.13 gives our influence maps
for image matting. We can see that our method can

achieve good results unless edges are very complex (bot-
tom one).

Fig.12. Comparison with GrabCut[29] on segmentation. (a) In-

put and strokes from [30]. (b) GrabCut results. (c) Our segmen-

tation results.

Fig.13. Image matting. (a) Input with strokes. (b) Our influence

maps. (c) Ground truth.

We compare our edit propagation results with [4] in
Fig.14. It can be seen that we can achieve compara-
ble propagation results, since our framework complies
with similar principles of energy minimization in [4].
Because the results of [4] are downloaded from authors’
website, and the precise adjustment values are not pre-
sented, we have to manually adjust color appearances
to achieve similar results. Fig.15 shows more results
on edit propagating, and Fig.15(b) demonstrates local
stroke propagation.
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Fig.14. Comparison with [4]. (a) Original images. (b) Original images with our strokes. (c) Our results. (d) Results of [4]. (e)

Visualization differences between ours and [4]’s.

Fig.15. Two examples with our framework. These results are obtained in 61ms and 12 ms respectively. (a) 1200× 1600, 2 strokes. (b)

512× 725, 1 local stroke.

Moreover, CIMs can also be applied for non-
photorealistic rendering (NPR). A CIM can be re-
garded as composing the original image only using user
specified colors. Fig.16 demonstrates some examples.

Fig.16. CIM for NPR in our framework. (a) Input images. (b)

Input images with strokes. (c) CIMs.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

A novel framework for propagating sparse user edits

on high resolution images and videos with high perfor-
mance is introduced. Inspired by the infinite impulse
responses of the RF filter, and the good quality for edge
refinement of the guided filter, our method propagates
edits by filtering instead of solving energy minimiza-
tion system. Compared with the previous methods,
our framework provides more flexible interactions, and
significantly improves performance, which allows real-
time feedback on high resolution images and videos for
sparse user edits. Further, our method is also very sim-
ple for both understanding and implementation.

There are some limitations in our current framework
that needs to be addressed in future work. Our current
framework can propagate edits in O(MN) time, so a
large M (the number of strokes) will impact the per-
formance, especially for processing videos in real time.
Our method potentially can propagate edits in one-pass
RF filtering for dense strokes, which will be achieved in
near future. Furthermore, although the guided filter is
used for better refining edges, the framework cannot
produce comparable results with the state-of-the-art
matting techniques. Another drawback is that the RF
filter and the guided filter all have several parameters
to adjust filtering effects. Fortunately, our produced
results are not sensitive to parameters except stroke
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histogram grid sizes, and all results in the paper use
the same values of these parameters described in the pa-
per. Last, if IIMs are required in final composition, our
framework cannot accurately process dynamic videos.
Motion tracking could be adopted to further address
this problem.
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